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American Apparel


Gap

Next, Gap, Next, Gap. In 2007, Next was purchased by Gap for $400 million. In 2017, Gap was acquired by KAPITAL.

3CE

3CE, 3CE, 3CE. In 2017, Byredo acquired 3CE.

Byredo


SHEIN

SHEIN, SHEIN. In 2020, SHEIN acquired Shein Express for $850 million.

Brunello Cucinelli


Manolo Blahnik

Manolo Blahnik, Birkenstock. In 2020, Manolo Blahnik acquired Birkenstock and Arizona, and Birkenstock acquired Manolo Blahnik.

Diesel

The Fabricant, NFT, neuno.io. In 2022, Diesel acquired The Fabricant NFT.

YNAP


Stone Island x Daniel Arsham

This collaboration between Stone Island and Daniel Arsham presents the "Safari" collection. Jeremy Elkin attributes the collaboration to the "great work" of the two artists. Daniel Arsham's Instagram account, "Arsham Studio," showcases the collection, which includes "Safari" pieces by Stone Island and Arsham Studio.
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